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EXHIBITION SPONSORSHIPS

H ippity W ippity

Edward Gorey and the Language of Nonsense
OUR 2019 EXHIBIT, which opened April 11th, looks at Edward Gorey as one of the primary

creators of Nonsense literature. Not just following in the footsteps of Edward Lear and Lewis Carroll,
Gorey produced a striking body of serious Nonsense that absorbed countless influences and styles —
transforming the genre into a very contemporary meditation on life, death, social mores, and things
falling from the sky.
The House extends its profound gratitude to all of those who sponsored our 2018 exhibit Murder
He Wrote which was viewed (and definitely enjoyed) by well over 10,000 visitors last year. Sponsors
of our cases have their names attached to the case as a way to show that you care more than a lot
of people. It makes you a patron of the arts and it gives you and your family free admission to the
House all year. If all that makes you feel special—that’s because you are. If you’ve visited the House
and have a specific unlisted out-of-the-box item you want to sponsor—our scavenger hunt (or even
a character in the scavenger hunt, our scavenger hunt pencils, our magnolia tree, our Halloween Art
Contest album, or maybe our elephant coffeetable—then give us a call or send us an email.
A little overview of Hippity Wippity follows, and individual cases are then listed after that. Enjoy
the little tour. Whether you sponsor or not, we hope you get a chance to view the exhibit in person.
Our small-but-mighty museum continues to be an international attraction for both admirers of
Gorey and newcomers to his work. Our funding comes from sponsorships, memberships and
visitors—we hope that you will fall into at least one of those categories.
Thank you.
Gregory Hischak, Curator The Edward Gorey House				
Rick Jones, Director The Edward Gorey House				

508-362-3909
edwardgoreyhouse@verizon.net
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“Do a minimum of damage to other possibilities that
might arise in a reader’s mind.” Edward St. John Gorey

While known as the creator of over
one hundred self-authored and illustrated
works such as The Doubtful Guest and
The Gashlycrumb Tinies, the prolific
		
illustrator of other authors’works, a
renowned set and costume designer (and the
winner of a Tony award for the Broadway production of
Edward Gorey’s Dracula), as well as the artist whose work
is responsible for the animated intros to PBS Mystery!,
Edward Gorey should also be considered one of the
primary writers of Nonsense literature.
Hippity Wippity explores Gorey’s embrace of this genre.
Nonsense is a genre? Yes it is—and a very challenging
one that revels in breaking down any expected narratives
and structures, that lobotomizes language, that confuses
with inexplicable storylines and thrusts the reader into
active participation. (Please note that the above sentence
describing Nonsense literature could aptly be used to
describe Gorey’s entire body of work.)
Hippity Wippity is about the fluid nature that images and
language can have. Nonsense does not imply the absence
of sense, but rather another way of arriving at a truth—
a roundabout way to some self-exploration. In Gorey’s
Nonsense, as in so many other things, it isn’t about the
destination so much as the journey itself.

As a life-long Anglophile, Gorey was influenced by
Nonsense’s two famous early practitioners: Edward Lear
and Lewis Carroll. With his Harvard degree in French
Literature, Gorey’s Nonsense works also reflect the
influence of French Symbolist and Surrealist writers.
To this add an infatuation with silent film—felt in the static
medium-shot black and whiteness of his compositions.
Let’s go ahead and add Taoism, its acceptance of a random
existence which underlies so much of Gorey’s work, and
then include his love of dance, Agatha Christie, and a
wry humor. What you end up with is Nonsense filtered
through the 20th century, a journey of imagery and
language that is both whimsical and stark, that remains
both mysterious and beautiful.
Humans are essentially meaning-making machines, seeking
patterns and logic in randomness—finding human faces
in carpet and linoleum pattern, seeing dragons in clouds.
It might be our fundamental nature to bring order to
disorder, method to what seems arbitrary. Indeed, the
imposition of order is exactly what Nonsense
asks you to do — and Gorey’s Nonsense is rich
in interpretation while at the same time defying
interpretation. In his books like The Object
Lesson, The Sinking Spell, The Wuggly Ump and
The Untitled Book (among others displayed in
this exhibit) Gorey lets Nonsense upend
the normal workings of our lives, offering a
brief opportunity to gaze upon the order
—or the chaos—that churns beneath everything. It’s been
called dark whimsy, but we recognize it as Hippity Wippity
—something that doesn’t assist you in making any sense
of it, and offering no hint as to where you will be going.

Images in our 2019 exhibit are used with the permission of the Edward Gorey Charitable Trust.
Additional materials come from House collections donated by Donnela Johnson and Sandra Shelton.
Thank you to Ben Wicky, Mark Dery, Dinah Wolff, Michael Heyman and to our docenting staff, who
always struggle and then find ways to explain everything.
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Case 1. Introduction to Hippity Wippity
Sponsorship Available / $700
What made Edward one of the primary writers of the Nonsense
literature genre (yes, Nonsense is a genre of literature) is discussed
here — it’s very wordy but mildly important. There is the obvious
influences of Edward Lear (at left) and Lewis Carroll, but there’s
also Edward’s ability to absorb and infuse his nonsense with everything that developed afterwards (Symbolism, Surrealism, Cinema)
to make his nonsense works seem traditional and sing-songy, but
still edged with a sharpness that still feels contemporary and a
vagueness that is unsettling.

Case 2. The Wuggly Ump
Sponsored by Sari Bitticks
The Importance of Fantastical Beasts in Nonsense (be it Carroll’s
Jabberwocky, or Gorey’s Wuggly Ump shown at left). Another trait
of Nonsense: a reaction to outrageous events that is confusing or
inexplicable. Both the victims’ reaction and our reaction to the
child-swallowing Wuggly Ump seems to be without shock or
empathy. Again, that sing-song nature of Nonsense truly allows
us to absorb some awful occurrences.

Case 3. [The Untitled Book] (yes, that’s the title)
Sponsored by Thomas and Jo-Ann Michalak
One of Edward’s self-professed “three favorite books” (the two
others follow in Cases 4 and 5). It is interesting that three of
Edward’s favorite books are all firmly Nonsense. Here in Case 3
Language is proven to be squiggly, arbitrary and a bit like herding
cats. It doesn’t do what it’s supposed to do. The artwork and storyline of this book’s frolicking lawn visitors is pretty indecipherable
and the captions designed to lead you on are pretty unhelpful too
— very unhelpful, in fact.

Case 4. The Nursery Frieze
Sponsored by Malcolm & Karen Whyte
The Nursery Frieze is an ornamental frieze surrounding an infant’s
room — a nightmare-inducing bit of decoration if ever there was
one. Another component of Nonsense here: The List. The litany
of pronouncements by the galloping creature(s) are real, but mostly
obscure archaic words, which make most of them mere sounds.
Their connection to each other is really up to the reader.
A homage to Eadward Muybridge seems evident in the creature(s)
parade—is it a parade, or the same beast captured in multiple
frames of some ongoing litany? Is there a simple way to describe
this case? No, just consider that Edward said The Nursery Frieze
was his very favorite work.
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Case 5. The Object Lesson
Sponsored by Jessica and Andrew Dasent-Magnusson
The Object Lesson follows a dream-like stream of consciousness
rather than a standard narrative. People react in strange inexplicable
ways to strange and inexplicable things. The lesson here, the object
lesson in fact, is that Nonsense tends to throw out any cause and
effect storyline. Despite its random cut-together text, The Object
Lesson builds a sparse yet delicate, and oddly wistful world.

The Mini Falling Case (5B). The Iron Tonic
Sponsorship Available / $300
A small case yet heavy with gravity. Things falling from the sky,
while not technically a recognized component of Nonsense, is
still a frequent occurrence in Edward’s works. In The Iron Tonic
the residents of Lonely Valley are under a flurry of falling objects.
An acceptance of wondrous debris from the heavens, Edward
has always been one to remind us that, sometimes, things fall.

Case 6. The Sinking Spell & The Doubtful Guest
Sponsored by Shelley and Todd Rodman
Two books that involve an uninvited presence into an otherwise staid
Edwardian household. Both concern fantastical creatures. In The
Doubtful Guest we see a penguin-like sullen teen-cat-toddler concoction. The creature in The Sinking Spell however is neither seen nor
described, we see only its effect on the household. Both books are
sort of Lists as well — a chronicle of the Doubtful Guest’s ongoing
pranks and the Sinking Spell’s room-by-room descent.

Case 7. Two Edward Lear Works
Sponsorship Available / $400
Gorey’s illustrations to Edward Lear’s The Jumbles and The Dong with
a Luminous Nose (Lear had a questionable infatuation with over-sized
noses that we don’t really need to get in to). However, we can’t overstate the importance of Lear’s work on Gorey’s and the parallels
their lives had: identical beards, a love of cats, both were illustrator/
authors, and both went through life unpartnered. These drawings
convey the delight Edward received in illustrating his true mentor.

Case 7 Drawer Display. The Chinese Oblisks
Sponsorship Available / $250
Contains an unfinished version of Gorey’s The Chinese Oblisks. An abecedarium
(alphabet book) is a handy structure for Nonsense, as it utilizes both language and lists.
While not as thematically unified as, say, The Gashlycrumb Tinies, the random mysteries,
warnings and inanities of The Chinese Oblisks are held together by the use of rhyme—
and the fact that you’re pretty sure it will wrap up at Z. In this case, Gorey only got
to F before he abandoned the work for a decade.
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Case 8. The Raging Tide
Sponsorship Available / $400
This rare book, like much of this exhibit, could be described as
the Tao of Nonsense (a title stolen from Steven Schiff’s New Yorker
profile on Gorey from 1992). Figbash, Hooglyboo, Naeelah, and
Skrump engage in a series of irritating pranks throughout. The
book’s layout offers the reader choices on how to proceed on every
page but, really, there are no choices as everyone ends up going
cheerfully to an early grave.

Case 8 Drawer Display. The Willowdale Handcars
Sponsorship Available / $250
The Willowdale Handcar seems like an impromptu journey undertaken by three
friends on an unattended handcar. But it quickly becomes a list of disjointed
observations, snippets of local history and odd diversionary sidetrips. While the
story seems surrealist, it could be seen as fundamentally Taoist: with the story
gliding along an inflexible rail towards its final disappearance in the Iron Hills.

Case 9. The West Wing
Sponsorship Available / $700
Nonsense moves into the realm of Surrealism for good here. Both
the origins and the interpretation of Surrealism lie in the sub-conscious. The West Wing is a series of interior images that the viewer
(not the reader as the book is textless) is asked to string together
into a narrative. Here we see another object lesson about how
Gorey’s work is all about what isn’t said and isn’t shown (to quote
Mark Dery). It is those absent spaces that make Gorey’s work so
intriguing and timeless.

Second Gallery Wall The Black Doll
Sponsorship Available / $250
The Black Doll is a silent movie screenplay that was published after
Gorey’s death. It has never been made, though our friend Ben
Wicky has storyboarded two scenes from it here on the wall. Gorey
loved the narrative devices of silent film: the black and whiteness,
the sparse titles that did a minimum of explanation, and how it lent
itself to Gorey’s surrealist tendencies.
Ben Wickey is a New England illustrator and filmmaker and recent
graduate of the California Institute of the Arts. Ben is the animation
director for Christopher Seufert’s upcoming documentary, GOREY,
and illustrator of Ki Longfellow’s The Illustrated Vivian Stanshall.
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Permanent Case 3. Gorey’s Dracula
Sponsorship Available / $500
Edward Gorey’s 1977 production of Dracula on Broadway is an
important transition both in Gorey’s life and in the flow of our
annual exhibits, with things always going a bit wacky as we enter
the Second Gallery. Dracula includes original pen and ink drawings
as well as opening night invitations, photographs, assorted Playbills,
original moiré Dracula wallpaper, toy theatre, and Gorey’s Tony
Award for Best Costume Design.

Backroom Case. PBS Mystery!
Sponsored by Alyson Shaw & Jessica S. Bumpous
Our large backroom case is devoted entirely to PBS Mystery!
with several animation cels, preliminary drawings, and assembled
promotional items. While Gorey didn’t get rich off of the animated
intros to the long-running series, he did receive national and longrunning exposure. Also, the ensuing seasonal collateral design work
kept him well-employed.

Small Permanent Case 1. Potato Mashers Assembled
Sponsored by Alexa D. Potter
Assembled for our Cabinet of Curiosities exhibit in 2017, these beautiful items and
their grouping as such can be spied in Kevin McDermott’s book Elephant House.
Not merely interesting in and of themselves, Gorey’s arrangement brings something
both oddly urban as well as tribal to them. Go figure.

Small Permanent Case 2. Teen Gorey
Sponsorship Available / $250
A free-standing case of Gorey’s middle school and high school memorabilia: travel journals and developmental artwork, a ticket stub and
splintered piece of wood from the Sonja Henie Ice Show in Miami
which ended in a free-for-all riot, a yearbook image of Ted on the
Francis Parker School Social Committee, as well as some rather
unflattering reports sent home concerning his academic efforts.

Cabinet 1. Gorey’s Childhood Sponsorship Available / $250
Part of the House’s permanent exhibit—young Gorey memorabilia: his Chicago childhood with his first drawing The Sausage Train (at 18 months no less) plus photos, early
drawings, as well as items from Gorey’s collection of toys and postcards, artifacts like
his infant spoon and fork (his mom really did keep everything), his birth certificate
(yes, American), and Gorey’s first official “Book” along with “Supplement”.
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Cabinet 2. Gorey’s Jewelry Sponsorship Available / $250
Part of the permanent exhibit—a collection of Gorey’s rings, pendants, and assorted
hardware. Much of Gorey’s jewelry, like the art objects he collected, were found
objects: weights, or random metal bits that got attached to a string. Some are quite
small and some quite massive . All of them made a noise when Gorey entered a room,
all of them removed when he sat down at his drawing table

Cabinet 3. Doubleday Anchor
Sponsorship Available / $250
In 1953 Gorey moved to New York City to take a job with
Doubleday Anchor. He was tasked with creating the covers for
their new line of paperback literary classics and essays. Over the
next six years Gorey illustrated over 50 titles for them. His
innate ability to distill a book into a quickly graspable cover
design quickly gained him notice in the design world of
New York, which would remain his home for the next 35 years.

Cabinet 4. Frogs (Rana Temporaria)
Sponsored by Deborah Grumet
Edward had hundreds of frog items—small pieces that could rest on a finger to large
stone frogs that you’d easily trip over (and do). Maybe it was their ambiguous shape
(like his elephants and rocks) that sparked an infatuation with a creature that appeared frequently in his handmade dolls and less frequently in his actual drawings.

Cabinet 5. Les Passementaries Horribles
Sponsorship Available / $250
Gorey’s Les Passementaries Horribles (The Horrible Tassels) is a very rare and prized
example of Gorey utilizing his vast collections for a specific illustration project. The
tassels were found in a cigarbox in the House shortly after Gorey’s death — each tassel
matching up to a page in the book and lovingly rendered with great accuracy.

Cabinet 6. Bibliophile
Sponsorship Available / $250
Of the 25,000 plus books that lived in this house, these are what remain — a small
sampling of Gorey’s library that eventually went off to San Diego State University.
An inventory of the collection is searchable online. These particular books here, primarily murder mysteries, were left behind due to their worn condition but still offer
an interesting window into Gorey’s varied literary interets.
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I / We would like to sponsor the following exhibit case, wall display or shelf.
If my/our first choice is not available, two options are noted.
1.____________________________________$ _______________
2.____________________________________$________________
3. ___________________________________ $________________

I/We would like to contribute to 2019’s Hippity Wippity exhibit:
$100.00 ___________

$75.00 ________ $50.00 _________

$25.00 ___________

Other $ ________________________

Name _____________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________
City _________________ State _________ Zip _________
Check _______
Exp. __/__

Credit Card ________________________

Sec. Code ___
Edward Gorey House
8 Strawberry Lane
Yarmouth Port, MA 02675

You may call The Edward Gorey House with a credit card
at 508-362-3909 or go to our secure web site with the same information:
https://www.goreystore.com/drupal/payment
You may also contact us via email at:
edwardgoreyhouse@verizon.net

